
SANAL WITH ART 
 
 
The First Photography Competition about Landscapes of Marina Baixa 
 
Goals 
 

- To demonstrate the usefulness of art in domestic environments.  
- Advertise photography as a decorative element within households. 

 
Making the most of the various landscapes that can be found in La Marina Baixa, 
from the skyline of Benidorm to the nature of the river Algar, this competition is 
being announced in order to advertise the landscape, just like the photographers 
that capture best their beauty. 
 
Deadline for project delivery 
 
November 30th 

  
 
Who can participate 
 
Any person over 18 (under 18 must be accompanied by the competition guardian). 
 
 
Organizer 
 
The Organizer of the first photography competition on Landscapes of Marina 
Baixa, with title Sanal amb l'Art, is Sanal Mobles SL Phone: 965880970 and 
965881720. Email: sanalmoblessl@gmail.com 
 
Procedure 
 
Each contestant must submit maximum 2 photos in physical and digital format (i.e. 
printed and framed). Must be submitted in physical form in the facilities of the 
store Sanal Mobles SL, located in C / D'Alacant S / N, 03510, Callosa d'En Sarrià 
(Alicante) and in digital format (maximum size 2 MB), in the same time, through a 
USB. 
Photographs will be exposed in the facilities of Sanal Mobles SL in a domestic 
environment. 
 
Awards 
 
1st Prize. Amount of EUR 200 in cash and printing on furniture of the winning 
photograph, sponsored by the company Lagrama. Furthermore, there will be the 
possibility to exhibit the work for sale for a longer period of time in Sanal Mobles 



SL. 
2nd Prize. Amount of EUR 100 in cash and the possibility to exhibit the work for 
sale during the longer period in Sanal Mobles SL. 
3rd Prize. Amount of EUR 50 in cash and the possibility to exhibit the work for 
sale for a longer period of time in Sanal Mobles SL. 
4th, 5th, 6th prizes. An honourable mention, without financial compensation, but 
the possibility to exhibit the work for sale for a longer period of time in Sanal 
Mobles SL. 
 
 
Jury 
 
- Micael Nussbaumer. Professional photographer 
- Carlota Sas. Cultural Manager 
- Celia Collantes. Graphic designer 
- Open jury. Each visitor who wishes to vote its favourite work. 
 
There will be vote counting and the jury will chose the winner the one with the 
most votes.  
 
 
Terms 
 
1. We don’t accept works that have been modified or altered by image editing 
programs. During the competition, the work will be exposed in the facilities of the 
store Sanal Mobles SL located in Carrer d'Alacant S/N in the town of Callosa d'En 
Sarrià. 
2. During the exhibition the works will be for sale, except explicit declaration of 
the contestant. 
3. The organizer reserves the right to remove justifiably any participant who 
defrauds, alters or disables the proper and normal operation and regulation of this 
promotion and the resolution of any issue arising out of this promotional activity. 
Participation in this promotion constitutes acceptance of the Terms of the same by 
the participants and the organizer's discretion to resolve any issues. In this same 
way, the company reserves the right to cancel or modify this announcement. In 
case of any change, these would be informed by the routes 
www.facebook.com/sanal.mobles, https://sanalmobles.wordpress.com/, 
https://twitter.com/SanalMobles. 
4. In case of exceeding the space for the exhibition in the facilities of Sanal Mobles 
SL, because of excessive number of photography, Sanal Mobles SL only will 
expose the maximum number of works in order of arrival. 
5. Image rights. Entrants authorize the organizer to reproduce, use and disseminate 
their image through web pages (www.lagrama.es, www.mueblessanal.com, 
www.facebook.com / sanal.mobles, https://sanalmobles. wordpress.com /, 
https://twitter.com/SanalMobles) and his image, name and surname, in any 
advertising and/or promotional relating to this promotion in any media (including, 



without, operating through the Internet and mobile Internet). Such activities will be 
done without giving to the contestant the right to compensation or benefits with the 
exception of the prize awarded in accordance with these rules. The assignment 
includes all rights of reproduction, transformation, distribution and publication of 
images captured, without limitation of time or territory. 
 
 
Awards and Exhibition Opening  
 
Depending on the number of presented projects, the inauguration will be changed 
and the period of exposition will be changed, therefore, the presentation of the 
winners as well. Once the deadline for submitting the projects is over, the 
inauguration of the exhibition and the awards ceremony will be announced at the 
facebook page Sanal Mobles SL (www. facebook / sanal.mobles) and  Mobles 
Sanal SL Blog (Sanalmobles.wordpress.com). 
 
 
Privacy 
 
In accordance with the current legislation on data protection, the data provided will 
be included in a database owned by Sanal Mobles, SL. 
Participants may exercise their rights of access, rectification, cancellation and 
opposition of them via info@mueblessanal.com 
Sanal Mobles S.L. commits to comply the secrecy of personal data, in this case 
provided, and its duty to treat them as confidential, and agrees to implement 
appropriate technical, organizational and safety legislation data protection and in 
particular, Law 15/1999 of 13 December on the Protection of Personal Data and its 
Regulation 1720/2007 imposing. 
For unsubscribing any personal information, the contestant may do it via 
info@mueblessanal.com 
 
 


